BACT/ALERT® VIRTUO®
AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR FASTER BLOOD CULTURE

The fastest patient results. Delivered.

PIONEERING DIAGNOSTICS
BACT/ALERT® VIRTUO®

HOW FAST IS YOUR BLOOD CULTURE SOLUTION?

WHY CHOOSE BETWEEN FAST AND Accurate?
Faster blood culture results are only relevant if they’re also truly reliable.

ACCURATE
Control process for reliability
- Blood Level Detection
- Act immediately when needed
- Monitor blood collection practices

RAPID
Put time on the patient’s side
- New ultra-sensitive algorithms
- Earlier bacterial growth detection
- FAN® PLUS MEDIA for superior antibiotic neutralization

AUTOMATED
Streamline work, save time & costs
- “Load & Go” to easily manage bottles, less hands-on
- Optimize your workflow
- Manage bottles by anyone, anytime, anywhere

CUSTOMIZED
Fits your lab, your needs
- Achieve easy complete compliance
- Modular & scalable
- Empower your lab with MYLA® and VILINK®

WHY CHOOSE BETWEEN PRODUCTIVITY AND RELIABILITY?
Discover automation that adapts to your lab organization.

LAB INFORMATICS SOLUTIONS
EMPOWERING LABS WITH FASTER, RELEVANT MICROBIOLOGY SOLUTIONS

At bioMérieux, we believe breakthrough blood culture technologies are essential for faster, accurate results. We’ve been your partner for over 50 years with innovations by microbiologists, for microbiologists. BACT/ALERT® VIRTUO® is part of our integrated approach to empower labs with solutions recognized for truly impacting better patient management.

TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE IN SEPSIS DIAGNOSTIC MANAGEMENT

Having saved time with our blood culture offer, check out other ways we can help you improve sepsis patient outcomes.
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